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Introduction
A total of 505 developers and quality assurance professionals completed a global survey on modern development 
methodologies, open-source tools and the impact testing is having on release velocity. The research additionally 
focused on changes occurring within the testing phase of the software development lifecycle and specifically the 
application of a shift-left approach.  

Executive Summary
This research finds an overwhelming number of companies have adopted the modern development and delivery 
approaches of Agile and DevOps, for continuous integration and continuous delivery of quality applications. But 
that shift comes with a heavy reliance on open-source based tools in the development side of the house, that is 
necessitating changes in QA to cope with the speed in application release. 

Initially adopted for the cost reductions, Open Source solutions also benefit significantly from continuous 
improvement from the developer communities.  These benefits have resulted in Open Source solutions becoming a 
critical enabler for code creation. This research reveals that Agile teams are using commercial Open Source tools as 
a customizable alternative, often to avoid vendor lock-in and slow upgrades cycles from proprietary platforms. 

Unfortunately, more than half of those surveyed indica ted their test solutions are under-optimized to support 
open-source-based solutions today. More than half of developer and QA professionals revealed their release velocity 
has been limited by testing solutions. Specifically, lacking Open Sourced based testing tools that work with Agile 
teams’ integrated development environment (IDE). 

Modern development and release processes are already driving QA transformation, with this research revealing 
that nearly two thirds of testers do not report into Central IT any more. The Test Center of Excellence (CoE) in 
the traditional QA organization is evolving to, testers that are now sitting within development organizations and 
DevOps teams. 

Already nearly half of these companies are using a Shift-Left approach to testing, to match the desired release 
objectives by testing earlier and often in the software delivery cycle. Companies expecting the benefits of modern 
development and release methodologies will need to support the transformation of QA in the Test CoE, by utilizing 
open-source tools to enable testing earlier in the application lifecycle.  

Though Agile development and DevOps delivery has changed how QA supports the businesses today, respondents 
have indicated that shift left adoption has been hampered, in most parts by lack of a clear strategy when embracing 
Open Source technologies. Also evident is the lack of willingness to allocate the traditional IT budget, as we see 
reluctance by Central IT to adopt new tools and processes, in what would represent a change in philosophy for the 
Test CoE but is needed to support Agile development utilizing a DevOps process.
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Key findings
• Modern Development Moving to Open-Source

 - 82% of companies use an Agile approach
 - 93% are adopting CI and CD processes
 - 83% state open-source test tools enable DevOps, Agile, and CI and 
CD approaches

 - 89% state Agile methodologies are driving a QA evolution 
• Traditional Testing is Holding Companies Back 

 - Only 54% of test platforms supports open-source solutions 
 - More than half of companies’ application delivery speeds are 
throttled by testing

 - Less than half of companies use a shift-left approach to testing 
 - 79% believe cloud services would improve testing capabilities

Detailed Findings
Agile is the Defacto Development Approach
This research validated what many instinctively know today - that an 
Agile approach to application development is now the norm.  82% of 
companies today utilize this approach for application development. 
But what impact has the adoption of an Agile methodology had on the 
rest of the software development lifecycle? What processes, tools or 
organizational structures still need to be adapted to fully realize the 
benefits an Agile methodology offers?

CI and CD Process Utilized for Deployment Velocity
The continuous integration (CI) and continuous delivery (CD) 
methodologies are often utilized to accelerate the deployment process in 
order to match the speed and cadence advantages of an Agile development 

BlazeMeter, a CA company
DNS is one of the fastest growing 
attack vectors because it’s essential 
for network connectivity, and current 
security solutions are not designed 
to protect it. Distributed denial of 
service (DDoS) and other external 
and internal DNS-based threats can 
flood your DNS server with malicious 
requests, bringing down your network. 
These attacks can redirect users to 
harmful Internet destinations, exfiltrate 
data, and expose your customers and 
business to additional risks. Security 
technologies such as NextGen firewalls, 
IPS, and generic DDoS solutions do 
not understand DNS and are unable 
to prevent specific attacks such as 
DNS cache poisoning, DNS hijacking, 
reflection attacks, amplification attacks, 
and many others.

With Infoblox Advanced DNS 
Protection, you can comprehensively 
defend your DNS server from the 
widest range of DNS-based attacks, 
while maintaining service availability 
and business continuity.

Request a DNS Security Demo  
http://info.infoblox.com/resources-
demo-advanced-dns-protection-request-
poc

Yes 
82%

No 
18%

Is your company using an Agile approach for 
software development and delivery?
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approach. Given the strong move to Agile development noted above and the market momentum towards DevOps, 
many companies are already utilizing CI and CD to accelerate time to market for new code. This research finds 
that 93% of companies are pursuing CI and CD processes, with 78% having already implemented some CI and CD 
processes today. That leaves only 17% of those surveyed still in the planning phases of adoption.  

Companies have Turned to Open-Source for Coding
The popularity of open-source continues to grow, with 77% of companies stating that open-source solutions 
are used in their application development process. Open-source was initially adopted to shed costs and provide 
customizability to tools and operating systems. But this research shows that open-source is now pervasively utilized 
for code creation. Do open-source tools create dependencies or requirements within other aspects of the software 
development lifecycle?  

Yes, but we have 
only partially 

implemented CI and 
CD 

53%

Yes, we have fully 
implemented CI and CD 

23%

No, but we plan to 
implement CI and 
CD in the future 

17%

No, we have no intention of 
adopting a CI and CD methodology 

7%

Is your software development team pursuing a continuous 
integration (CI) and continuous delivery (CD) methodology?

Yes 
77%

No 
23%

Are your company's developers utilizing open-source 
tools when writing new application code?
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Open-Source Enables Modern Development and Deployment Practices 
Development and testing professionals were asked if open-source tools enabled their companies’ DevOps, Agile, 
and CI and CD processes, and a substantial majority (83%) stated open-source tools do support their processes.  
These findings indicate that open-source is not just a cheaper or more customizable alternative to commercial tools 
but is viewed as a critical enabler. Open-source tools appear to have formed a symbiotic relationship with today’s 
modern development and deployment methodologies. 

Legacy Test Platforms Slow Application Deployment
Give the value open-source solutions provide to Agile, DevOps, and CI and CD approaches it was somewhat 
surprising that barely half (54%) of company’s quality assurance platforms fully support open-source technologies. 
This tool mismatch may be creating challenges in the software development lifecycle as more than half (53%) state 
that testing is limiting the speed that CI and CD processes can deliver new code. These findings indicate that in 
order to support a modern development process utilizing Agile, DevOps and CI and CD, your test platform needs to 
natively support open-source tools to realize the application quality, code creation and release speed potentials. 

Yes 
83%

No 
17%

Do you believe that your current open-source testing tools 
support your DevOps, Agile, and CI and CD methodologies?

Yes 
54%

No 
46%

Does your existing test platform efficiently support 
the use of open-source technologies today?
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QA is Evolving to Support Agile Development 
One of the drivers for a DevOps approach has been the adoption of an Agile development methodology.  This 
research finds similarly that the adoption of an Agile development process is necessitating change in QA. Nearly 9 in 
10 (89%) companies stated that Agile development is driving a QA evolution. The adoption of a DevOps approach is 
also affecting QA, incorporating aspects of quality and testing throughout the DevOps roles and its processes.   

No, often developers 
can move faster than 

the tools can test 
53%

Yes, developers are 
never waiting for code 

to be tested 
47%

Are your company's testing tools able to ensure application quality with 
the proliferation of new code that the CI and CD approach creates?

Yes 
89%

No 
11%

In your opinion, has the adoption of an agile application development 
approach changed how QA supports development teams?
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Testing Organizations Are Shifting Toward an Application Centric Ideology 
Evidence of QA transformation can be seen as this research revealed that 62% of QA professionals no longer report 
into Central IT. The data shows increasingly that QA professionals now report into the development organization 
(46%) and directly into DevOps (45%).   Also, the traditional organization alignment of QA professionals reporting 
into testing centers of excellence (Testing COE) has eroded. QA and testing is changing to support modern software 
development practices where teams are organized and aligned around the application versus running every 
application through a single monolithic corporate process.   

Shift-Left Adoption Still Occurring 
Shift-left testing is an approach to software testing in which testing is performed earlier in the lifecycle, but less 
than half (48%) of the testing and development professionals surveyed indicated this approach is being used at 
their company. Earlier in this report more than half of these same professionals indicated that testing was delaying 
software releases, posing an interesting correlation. 

25%

38%

45%

46%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%

Testing COE

Central IT

DevOps managers

Development organization

At your company, where do software testers report into?

No 
52%

Yes 
48%

Is your company utilizing a Shift Left philosophy
for testing?
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Lack of Strategy and Leadership Slow Shift-Left Adoption 
When asked why a shift-left adoption was being hampered, development and testing professionals cited a lack in 
clear strategy (40%) regarding their company’s approach to open source technologies as the top reason, while lack of 
budget (33%) predictably appeared as the second barrier.  However, the third barrier that proved most concerning as 
this data infers that Central IT (32%) is dragging their heels. While it is likely the passive human nature resistance 
to change, perhaps there are some conscious attempts to hold on to headcount and power. 

The next two barriers were simply companies who have not yet fully adopted modern development approaches. 
The state of the market can be seen in that only 13% indicated their software quality is high enough to not seek an 
improvement in quality offered by a shift-left approach. This also means 87% of the market would benefit from doing so. 

Cloud Resources Could Accelerate Testing 
Nearly 8 in 10 companies (79%) expect that cloud-based services and resources would improve their testing 
abilities. Utilization of cloud services by developers to increase coding efficiency and speed has been well 
documented and helped usher in the rapid adoption of cloud services and infrastructure.  This ability for instant 
service access is desired by those surveyed to remove constraints around resources likely used by other teams and 
that create delays in the testing process and ultimately release velocity. 

13%

23%

24%

32%

33%

40%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45%

Our software quality is already high and we do not need to increase testing efforts

We have not adopted Agile development

We do not use a DevOps delivery approach

Central IT makes the decision on what IT services to use and buy

Lack of budget

We do not have clear IT policy on the use of Open Source technology

In your opinion what is preventing your company from utilizing a Shift Left philosophy for testing?

Yes 
79%

No 
21%

Would having instant access to additional testing services via 
cloud solutions improve the capabilities of Testing COE?
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Conclusion
Overwhelmingly companies have adopted the modern development and deployment approaches of Agile, DevOps, 
and CI and CD. To facilitate that change, open-source tools have become instrumental in making those processes 
function and deliver increased velocity of application creation and deployment. But today, limited application testing 
is throttling development and deployment speeds. The old approach of propriety tools utilized in rigid processes 
run by Central IT is waning. Following radical changes in development, substantial change is now occurring in 
QA. This research finds evidence of this change in all three key aspects: people, process and technology. Tools not 
only must support open-source but must support a shift-left approach with usage by testers, developers and DevOps 
team members. The old process of testing only after code completion is part of a bygone era of waterfall software 
development.  Testing needs to happen early, and throughout, the entire software development process and is critical for 
the CI and CD methodology. To support the new development and deployment processes, teams are being restructured 
with many testing professionals now part of DevOps teams and breaking down the traditional reporting structures.  

Those surveyed also assert that QA and testers would benefit from cloud resources, a proven and effective model on 
the development phase of the application development lifecycle. The professionals who participated in this survey 
are providing insights on how to resolve the testing challenges and increase release velocity of code quality. QA 
is clearly the next area ripe for optimization in the application development and release process. Testing needs to 
happen early, tools need to support open-source assets, and QA teams need to be empowered and aligned with the 
applications they test to ensure the highest quality applications are delivered at the fastest possible pace.
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Survey Methodology 
A total of 505 IT professionals from companies worldwide completed the survey on modern software development, 
testing, and release processes and tools. Participants had direct experience and responsibility for testing as part 
of their role. All participants were from enterprise companies with more than 1,000 employees. Participants 
represented each of the five continents and all major industries across 4 age groups. The survey was administered 
electronically, and participants were offered a token compensation for their participation.

About Dimensional Research
Dimensional Research provides practical marketing research to help technology companies make their customers 
more successful. Our researchers are experts in the people, processes, and technology of corporate IT and 
understand how IT organizations operate. We partner with our clients to deliver actionable information that reduces 
risks, increases customer satisfaction, and grows the business. For more information, visit  
www.dimensionalresearch.com.

About CA BlazeMeter
CA BlazeMeter by CA Technologies is a comprehensive testing solution that ensures faster delivery of quality 
applications by enabling Agile teams and DevOps practices to quickly and easily run performance, functional and 
API tests on-premises, in the cloud or on virtual private cloud. We validate at massive scale for applications, website 
or API for every stage of software delivery. The rapidly growing CA BlazeMeter community has more than 100,000 
developers that we have helped faciliate the use of open source based tools, which includes the bridge and broker of 
legacy testing systems for many prominent global brands as customers.

Convert your legacy LoadRunner test scripts for free. For more information, request for your free demo at  
www.blazemeter.com, visit our blog for technical insights or follow us on Twitter @BlazeMeter or LinkedIn.

For more information, visit www.blazemeter.com/shiftleft. 
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